
 

     A TIME OUT OF WAR is another LVCA March, 2014 dvd donation to the  

Hugh Stouppe Memorial Library of the Heritage United Methodist Church of 

Ligonier, Pennsylvania. Following is Kino Ken’s review of that film.  

 

14 of a possible 20 points                                                        *** ½ of a possible ***** 

Key:  *indicates outstanding performance or technical achievement 

 

United States   1954   22 minutes   black-and-white live action short drama 

Carnival Productions, Inc.   Producers: Denis Sanders, Terry Sanders 

 

Points 

1         Direction: Denis Sanders 

2         Editing 

2         Cinematography: Denis Sanders 

1         Lighting 

1         Written by: Denis Sanders, based on the 1897 short story “Pickets” by 

           Robert W. Chambers 

1         Music (traditional: SHENANDOAH): Frank Hamilton 

2         Art Direction 

2         Sound: Tony Gorsline*, Barry Eddy*   Sound Effects: Robert Lloyd* 

1         Acting 

1         Creativity 

14 points 



Cast: Barry Atwater (Craig), Robert Sherry (Alden), Alan Cohen (Connor) 

 

Winner, 1955 Academy Award, Best Short Subject 

1st Prize, Venice Film Festival, Live Action Short Film Category 

 

     Denis Sanders shot A TIME OUT OF WAR while still an undergraduate in 

college. Using a public domain story for source material, one still nearly-

impossible to locate, he created the visual equivalent of an Ambrose Bierce 

meditation on the folly of war.  

      There’s a creek visible in early scenes, an anonymous barrier separating 

outposts of two armies. On one side are two Yankee veterans, pinned down by an 

unseen Confederate sniper somewhere in trees or bushes opposite. His aim 

seems not totally true, yet still too close for comfort. Northern soldiers return fire 

dutifully, though not with much hope of either dislodging or wounding an unseen 

foe. From above, a neutral sun is grilling them on what appears to be a summer’s 

day.  

     One of the Union men would like to take a smoke. Does he dare? That would 

make him too tempting a target.  

     The other is itching to try his luck with fishing. But that confounded solitary 

Southerner’s making it impossible.   

     All parties are performing military duties in a perfunctory manner. Why not? 

No attackers are massing nearby, commanding officers are elsewhere. Heavy 

artillery and cavalry are absent also. Everything looks placid enough, though 

bullets are still occasionally shot across the water. 

     It soon becomes clear from conversation between two warriors in blue that the 

younger Yank hates Rebel opponents. Too many comrades have already lost their 

lives to soldiers wearing butternut gray. He’d like to even up the body count by at 

least one today. 

     His comrade’s weary of fighting. Mounting losses on both sides, inability to 

return home, boredom with picket duty, a sense of personal destiny being  

controlled by external forces --- all these factors combine to dispirit him. Boy, a bit 

of tobacco would be a privilege. It’s hard to come by now, with North and South 

suspending trade relations.  



     For his part, the Confederate sentry pines for some coffee. Thanks to a 

Northern blockade closing off Caribbean imports, that once-common drink has 

become a rare treat in Dixie. 

     A dialogue develops between the senior rifleman in blue and his adversary, 

much to the disgust of his associate. Names are exchanged, informally. Then 

scraps of news about the war. There’s little to offer in the way of information. 

Both speakers are too isolated to know what’s happening at headquarters, or 

even in camp.  

     Gradually a tentative friendship develops. Adversaries mutually agree to cease 

firing at one another for an hour. That will permit fishing, smoking, coffee 

brewing, and much-needed relaxation of muscles and nerves.  

     Apparently the surrounding area is traditional Southern turf. For the man in 

gray provides unwanted counselling about local fishing strategy to an irritated 

outsider clearly in need of it. Despite such helpful pointers, only one thing 

eventually comes onto the angler’s hook: a uniformed leg belonging to a 

comrade-in-arms, one who’s given the last full measure of devotion for his 

country.  

     Faced with the necessity of burying their comrade as quickly as possible, two 

northerners look bleakly to Johnny Reb, expecting no mercy. They can’t possibly 

complete interment before the cease-fire concludes. Understanding this, their 

bespectacled foe allows an extension. No treachery’s intended. By his lights, it’s 

the only honorable course of action.  

     Once a makeshift grave has been completed with accompanying due ceremony 

of prayer and tribute, all parties move sadly and slowly back to respective initial 

stalemate positions.  

     War will resume its devastation, heedless of humanity, hope, and logic, 

continuing to devour mortal prey until distant politicians decide one party has 

sacrificed all it can spare for a debatable cause, no matter how noble. 

     For a brief hiatus, though, better angels showed themselves.  

     A TIME OUT OF WAR is suitable for mature teens and adults. Parental 

previewing and discretion are strongly urged due to thematic material.                    

 


